INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS

SCOPE
Chirurgia is a bimonthly journal. In Chirurgia, original papers in the area of general surgery which neither appeared, nor were sent for publication in other periodicals, can be published. You can send original articles, new surgical techniques, or comprehensive general reports on surgical topics. Chirurgia is also a place for sharing information about the activity of various branches of the Romanian Society of Surgery, information on Congresses and Symposia organized by the Romanian Society of Surgery and participation notes in other scientific meetings.

Letters to the editor: Letters commenting on papers published in Chirurgia are welcomed. They should contain substantive ideas and commentaries supported by appropriate data, and should not exceed 2 pages. Please submit these letters to the editor through our online system.

Clinical case presentations will be published according to the available space, only one per number. Thus the waiting time can be very long. The journal does not encourage the submission of clinical cases.

ONLINE MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION
Chirurgia only accepts electronic submission of manuscripts, directly onto the journal’s Web site. Electronic submission saves time and allows the manuscript to be handled in electronic form throughout the editorial process (for example, when it is sent out for reviewing). To submit a manuscript electronically, please go to our website www.revistachirurgia.ro / Submit Article. Manuscripts must be submitted by one of the authors of the manuscript, and should not be submitted by anyone on their behalf. During submission you will be asked to provide a cover letter – click on the terms and conditions. Authors must NOT submit a copy of the article to the editorial office.

OPEN ACCESS
Chirurgia provides free access to the full text of articles. The abstract of each of the published articles will immediately be placed on PubMed. Chirurgia uses LinkOut service to provide links from PubMed abstracts to full-text articles.

Open Access Fee: Members of the Romanian Society of Surgery will not pay open access fee. Non-members of the Romanian Society of Surgery will pay open access fee.

DUPLICATE PUBLICATION
Manuscripts are reviewed for possible publication under the understanding that they are being submitted only to Chirurgia and have not been published, simultaneously submitted, or already accepted for publication elsewhere. Copies of any possibly duplicate published material should be submitted with the manuscript under consideration, with a statement in the cover letter as to why the manuscript currently being submitted is not a duplicate publication.

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
Authors must state all possible conflicts of interest in the manuscript, including financial, consultant, institutional and other relationships that might lead to bias or to a conflict of interest. If there is no conflict of interest, this should also be explicitly stated as none declared. All sources of funding should be acknowledged in the manuscript. All relevant conflicts of interest and sources of funding should be included on the title page of the manuscript with the heading “Conflicts of Interest and Source of Funding”.

ETHICAL POLICIES
When reporting experiments on human subjects, authors should indicate whether the procedures followed were in accordance with the ethical standards of the responsible committee on human experimentation (institutional and national) and with the Helsinki Committee for Human Rights. If doubt exists whether or not the research was conducted in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration, the authors must explain the rationale for their approach and demonstrate that the institutional review body explicitly approved the doubtful aspects of the study. When reporting experiments on animals, authors should indicate whether the institutional and national guide for the care and use of laboratory animals was followed.

COPYRIGHT ASSIGNMENT
Papers are accepted for publication under the understanding that exclusive copyright in the paper is assigned to Chirurgia. Authors are asked to sign a copyright assignment form after the acceptance of their papers (www.revistachirurgia.ro / Copyright Agreement). Signature of the copyright form is a condition of publication and papers will not be passed to the publisher unless a signed form has been received. Please return the completed and signed to: publisher@revistachirurgia.ro

CONTENT OF DOCUMENTS
For the avoidance of doubt, the Author has the full control over the medical content of the scripts, Celsius Publishing House does not have the competence to review its technical substance. Furthermore, the Author states that the rights being the subject matter of the publication are not and will not be encumbered with any third-party rights. The Author fully understands that if third parties submit claims on account of script’s content or violating copyright, resulting from the materials submitted for publication. The Author shall immediately take all necessary steps to protect Celsius Publishing House against liability and incur all costs associated therewith and undertakes to redress any damage caused as a result thereof.
PLAGIARISM DETECTION
Celsius Publishing House is a member of CrossCheck by CrossRef and iThenticate. All articles accepted for publication in Chirurgia Journal are reviewed for originality with iThenticate, a plagiarism screening service.

PERMISSIONS
Authors must submit written permission from the copyright owner (usually the publisher) to use direct quotations, tables, or illustrations that have appeared in copyrighted or published form elsewhere, along with complete details about the source. Any permissions fees that might be required by the copyright owner are the responsibility of the authors requesting use of the borrowed material, not the responsibility of the journal Chirurgia.

AUTHORSHIP
All persons listed as authors are assumed to have been actively involved in one or more key aspects of the reported study. All authors must confirm that they have met the criteria for authorship as established by the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (http://www.icmje.org).

Full responsibility for the content of articles lies with the authors.

MANUSCRIPT PREPARATION
Articles submitted to the journal must be written in English language. If you need help, Celsius Publishing House can provide translation services paid by the authors. The journal only accepts electronic submission of manuscripts in Word format. Do not send your manuscripts in PDF format. Manuscripts should be typed (font size 11), double spaced on A4 paper, including tables, figures and references.

Recommended dimension of the articles is: - 8-10 pages for an original article (clinical studies, surgical treatment); - 3-4 pages for case-reports; - 1-2 pages for: book references, reviews of certain periodicals, reports concerning the work of different societies or scientific acts.

Title page
The title page should include: - the title of the article; - full name of each author involved; - name of department(s) and institution(s) with which each author is affiliated; - the corresponding author’s full name, postal address, phone and fax number and e-mail address; - information regarding whether the authors consider the paper an Original Article, Case Report etc.; - cite all sources of support for the work being reported, including grants, equipment etc.

Abstract
The articles must include abstracts in Romanian and English language together with the titles. Structured Abstract (for Original Articles only) of no more than 200 words, stating Background, Methods, Results, and Conclusions, or Standard abstract (for Case Reports, Reviews, Surgical Techniques - short abstract); Key words - up to six.

Introduction
Introduction - which explicitly shows why certain subject attracted the author’s attention (the reasons for accomplishing the study) and presents a concise depiction of the actual stage of the matter at hand; in this section just a minimum number of bibliographic references should be quoted, without an exhaustive presentation of the literature.

Material and Method
Material and Method - should clearly describe the recruitment criteria of the patients in the study, the pursued clinical data, number of observations (for clinical studies) or entire description of the animal lots (for experimental studies). The statistic methods and special laboratory measurements should also be mentioned, with bibliographic references.

Results
Results - should include the findings of the work, presented in a logical order of tables, images, pictures. The content of the tables or images should not be repeated as information in the text.

Discussions
Discussions - must include the comparison of personal results with similar data from the medical literature. New perspectives revealed by the study should be underlined and their implications, as well as the study limits must be commented. The data shown in the “Results” section should not be repeated. It is recommended to avoid assertions that cannot be supported by bibliographic references or by the study’s results.

Conclusions
Conclusions - explains the significance of the work.
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Bibliographic references, Romanian or foreign, should be numbered in the order in which they appear in the text. The reference to the quoted text will be marked with Arabian numbers inside round brackets. It is mandatory for all sources included in the “References” section to be quoted in the text and references to works that do not appear in “References” should not occur. Journal titles should be abbreviated according to international style (see Index Medicus). Only references that were consulted by the authors of the article should be quoted. See below eight examples of accurate citation:

journal article

journal article with more than six authors
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journal article on the Internet
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chapter in a book

Tables

Tables must be at the end of the manuscript. The citation should appear in the order of entry in the text. Each table, complete with title and footnotes, should be on a separate page, and should be constructed using the table function within a Word type document; do not insert the table as a picture.

Illustrations (pictures, figures)

Illustrations must be at the end of the manuscript. Illustrations should be numbered consecutively according to the order in which they have been first cited in the text. The authors should point within the text the place where the illustrations should be located. All illustrations must have legends. The legends should allow the interpretation of the images without reference to the text. The format for electronic submission is TIFF or JPG. Images should be professionally drawn and photographed; freehand is unacceptable. Pictures must be at least 300 dpi to ensure quality. Do not use too large images. If photographs of persons are used, the subjects must not be identifiable, or their pictures must be accompanied by written permission to use the photograph. If an image has been previously published, acknowledge the original source and submit written permission from the copyright holder to reproduce the material.

Colour pictures: The journal Chirurgia accepts for publication colour images that will enhance an article. Authors who submit colour images will receive an estimate of the cost for colour reproduction. If they decide not to pay for colour reproduction, they can request that the images be converted to black and white at no charge.

Abbreviations

It is recommended that all measurements be converted to international units and in SI. Only internationally accepted abbreviations should be used.

The Romanian Version of the journal Chirurgia

Chirurgia is also published as an online edition in Romanian, which is accessible for the active members of the Romanian Society of Surgery. In case the manuscript is accepted for publication, Romanian authors are kindly asked to send the editorial office a version of the manuscript translated in Romanian as well.

AFTER ACCEPTANCE

Page proofs and corrections: when a manuscript has been edited and is ready for printing, a copy of the proof will be sent to the author by e-mail as a PDF file. At this stage, authors may make minor corrections; significant changes to the manuscript are not accepted. Proofs must be checked carefully and corrections sent in 48 hours beginning with the time of delivery.

Article order of appearance in the review is established by: arriving date to the editorship, editorial needs and observance of the above references. Prioritizing in the case of certain articles with very up-to-date subjects, which were requested by the editorship or of particular interest can occur.